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Introduction
In these years all the main standardization institutes have been concentrated to define the third generation mobile systems. The standardization effort has produced two main standards: International Mobile Telecommunication ( IMT-2000) and Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) [1] . In this paper we focus on the Internet data transmission in UMTS. The main innovation of the third generation mobile system is the Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA). DS-CDMA assigns to each user one or more code sequences that are used to code data before transmission. Specifically, the original digital data to be transmitted at time t on a senderreceiver connection, say b(t), is multiplied by a wide-band digital code c(t), which represents the code sequence to be used for that particular connection at time t. The number of code bits used to represent a single information bit, i.e. the ratio between the chip rate [the bit rate of c(t)] and the bit rate of b(t), is known as Spreading Factor (SF). If a receiver knows the code sequence related to a user, it is able to decode the received data. Several users can contemporary transmit on the same frequency channel by adopting different code sequences. A low cross-correlation among these codes is the main requirement for enabling a This work has been carried out in the framework of the project 5% "Multimedialità" funded by CNR-MIUR. receiver to successfully decode the user-generated data. With orthogonal codes (codes with zero cross correlation) the CDMA technique carries out a perfect mutual interference cancellation. However, the propagation conditions reduce the orthogonal property of the code sequences causing an interference phenomenon among the users. Hence, in the DS-CDMA systems it does not exist an a-priori limitation of the resources: increasing the number of codes on one hand increases the system capacity, on the other hand decreases the quality of service due to the interference increase. This characteristic, called soft degradation, directly affects the scheduling algorithm. The number of codes (that is the amount of radio resources available) can be increased until the interference level produces an acceptable Quality of Service (QoS). Therefore the number of codes that can be used depends on the QoS requirements of the traffic to transmit.
In this paper we propose and investigate by simulation the performances of a scheduling algorithm for Internet traffic, i.e. Unconstrained Delay Data (UDD) in the UMTS terminology. We consider the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) introduced in the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) documents. Between the two air interfaces proposed we consider the TD-CDMA solution, which use a hybrid time and code division multiple access technique. This solution seems to be particularly suited for indoor and urban environment and for asymmetric traffic between the transmission directions, typical of the Internet traffic [2] .
Several papers can be found in literature dealing with scheduling strategy for UTRAN TDD, e.g. [3] [4] [5] . Most of these papers use a fixed limit on the number of the used codes. Specifically, it is assumed that the cancellation algorithm perfectly eliminates the interference until to a certain number of codes (usually 8), and it is completely inefficient above such value. Our scheduling algorithm removes such limitation to not limit a priori the radio channel capacity. In our algorithm, we use a feedback from the channel (i.e. the loss rate) to increase/decrease the number of used codes to control the quality of service. This strategy is primarily motivated by the softdegradation property of CDMA channels.
In this paper we propose and evaluate the performances of a scheduling algorithm that can adapt the system capacity without a priori knowledge of joint detection behavior. Our algorithm is able to adapt the capacity of the radio access network to the system interference variations, by modifying the number of used codes. The target is the data-throughput maximization. We have evaluated our algorithm with a wide class of interference functions. Simulative results indicate the effectiveness of our approach.
The paper is organized as follow. Section 2 presents the TD-CDMA system. In Sections 3 and 4 we present our scheduling algorithm, and in Section 5 we discuss its performance.
. TD-CDMA
The radio interface specifies how the information, both user data and signalling information, has to be exchanged between the mobile and the network [1] . Depending on the user-data transfer requirements, three different operational modes have been defined: 1. transparent data transfer. It provides only segmentation and reassembly procedures; 2. unacknowledged data transfer. It provides error and duplicate detection, but no attempts of recovering corrupted messages; 3. acknowledged data transfer. It provides a guaranteed delivery of messages from/to upper layers. To support data connections with different bit rates the TD-CDMA system uses coding sequences with variable Spreading Factor (SF). Since the chip rate is fixed to 3.84 Mchip/s, as lower is the SF value as higher is the data rate. In TD-CDMA, the Spreading Factor may take value 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16. To limit the interference between users transmitting at the same time we need to assign them orthogonal codes, i.e. with zero cross correlation. This is obtained, in UMTS, by adopting Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) codes [1] . By using codes with SF=16 we can have, in principle, up to 16 contemporary transmissions in the same time slot. Each of 16 transmissions can deliver an amount of data that is referred to as Resource Unit (RU) in this paper. With SF=x we can have (in the same time slot) only x contemporary transmissions that can deliver data corresponding up to 16/x RUs. To simplify the presentation, hereafter we will always assume SF=16. Whenever, we wish to assign to a connection a SF less than 16, say x, from a logical standpoint it is equivalent to assign to that connection x orthogonal codes with SF=16.
In TD-CDMA access mode, the channel is structured in frames of 10-msec length, and each frame contains 15 time slots. Therefore, the radio channel can be modeled by the time-code matrix shown in Figure 1 . In the matrix, the (i,j) element corresponds to the RU associated to the i-th code (with SF=16) in the j-th time slot of the frame. The RUs of the matrix are used to transmit signalling traffic and users' data both in the uplink and downlink direction. UTRA-TDD has several signalling channels: Synchronization Channel, Broadcast Channel, etc. [2] . Specifically, the Random Access Channel (RACH). RACH is an uplink channel that delivers the users' requests for a new connection. This channel is shared among all the users located in that cell, hence an appropriate contention control mechanism is needed.
Only the SCH must have a fixed position inside the frame. Hereafter, we assume that signalling channels will have a fixed position inside the matrix corresponding to the first and last two slots of each frame (see Figure 1) . The assignment of the remaining RUs to transmit the user traffic is managed by the scheduling algorithm that is implemented in the base station. To avoid useless complexity, hereafter we assume that we have only Internet data traffic to transmit on the radio channel. In the general case in which voice traffic (and other high-priority traffics) is present, the RUs to assign to the Internet data are those not-reserved by this high-priority traffic. As the Internet traffic is highly bursty, to manage the channel in an efficient way, resources must be assigned to an Internet user only when it has data to transmit. Several allocation policies can be adopted. In the following we propose that RUs are allocated to the Internet traffic on a frame by frame basis. Each active user receives the same number of RUs. To summarize, in our model, Internet users access the RACH to request RUs allocation only at the beginning of each busy period of their transmission buffer. When this request is received, the base station will assign RUs to this user in all subsequent frames unless it receives an empty buffer indication. According to our assumptions, the first time slot in each matrix is reserved to the RACH and the users transmit on this channel randomly choosing one among the 16 possible orthogonal (SF=16) codes. Hence, collisions may occur. An Aloha-like algorithm is used to manage this shared channel.
Scheduling algorithm for UTRA-TDD
Once the RUs allocation requests have been received by the base station, the scheduling algorithm assigns the available resources among the requesting users. The big problem that a scheduler has to cope with (in CDMA systems) is the Soft Degradation. Soft degradation makes the number of RUs that can be assigned in a time slot lower than the number of available codes, i.e., 16 with our assumption of SF=16. This is a characteristic of CDMA systems. In these systems there is not a hard limitation of resources, but a soft degradation of the transmission quality. A new connection can always be set up if there is an available code because there is not a priori fixed capacity limit. The only bound is provided by the quality criteria adopted by the system, i.e., the maximum interference level acceptable. That is, the simultaneous transmission of different signals over the same bandwidth results in successful transmissions if the interference level does not exceed a given threshold. It is worth noting that, in a real environment, it is possible to observe interference between users at the receiving side, even if orthogonal codes are assigned to the users. Therefore, an UTRA-TDD scheduling algorithm must be both traffic and interference adaptable. The latter requirement is tightly connected with soft degradation. In addition, the target of the scheduling algorithm is to be fair and efficient. Fair means equal sharing of the transmission resources among users of the same class. Efficient means that it must optimize some performance figure. For Internet traffic, we have chosen to maximize the throughput per frame, i.e. the amount of data successfully transmitted on the radio channel in a frame period. The scheduling algorithm proposed and analyzed in this paper is based on three steps that are applied on a perframe basis. In the first step of the algorithm (see first part of Figure 2 ) the time slots are partitioned in two subsets, UL and DL, for the transmissions in the uplink and downlink directions, respectively. Once this partition is generated, the second step of the algorithm is applied separately for the uplink and downlink direction. In this second step the algorithm computes the number of RUs per time slot that can be used for data transmission taking into consideration the Soft Degradation phenomenon. For ease of presentation, let us assume that we know the characteristics of the system interference when k (k≤SF) 1 codes are used. Specifically, let us indicate with Pe(k) the probability that a RU is discarded at the receiver due to transmission errors when k codes are used in the same slot. From the Pe(k) knowledge, the algorithm selects the optimal value of k, say k*, that maximizes the throughput (see Figure 3b ) according to the following formula:
1 Let us remember that we assume SF=16.
where T(i) = Average number of RUs correctly delivered when i codes are used = [1-P e (i)]*i. Unfortunately, the assumption that we know a-priori the characteristics of the system interference is very far from the real cases. This leads to new issues in resource allocation strategies that are deeply discussed in the next section.
Finally, the third step of the scheduling algorithm assigns the same number of RUs to all active users.
To summarize, the scheduling of Internet traffic on UTRA-TDD is divided in three steps.
Step 3 is straightforward;
Step 1, as discussed below can be approached by following a reasoning similar to those commonly used in packets switching networks. On the other hand, Step 2 requires innovative approaches. For this reason this issue is the main focus of the paper and it is extensively analyzed in remaining part of the paper. As far as the first step, two partitioning methods can be used: static and dynamic. In the static method DL and UL partitions are constructed assuming an a-priori knowledge of the average load in the upstream and downstream direction. This method has obvious performance limitations when the load is bursty. In the dynamic method we don't assume that the scheduler exactly knows the current load in the cell. The scheduler, located in the base station, knows the status (empty or not empty) of the transmission buffer located in the base station (i.e., buffer for transmission in the downlink direction). We have assumed a non-empty transmission buffer as a good indicator of the number of users that are waiting to transmit data in the downlink direction. On the other hand, the base station has no access to the status of the transmission buffers for the Uplink direction but it can exploit its knowledge of the signalling required to start an uplink transmission. As explained before, a user before transmitting a burst of data has to set up a connection using the RACH signalling. By exploiting this signalling the base station knows the state (empty or not empty) of the transmission buffers associated to the user transmitting in the uplink direction.
In [6] the dynamic and static approaches were compared in several simulative experiments. Simulative results indicate that, when the traffic is bursty, the dynamic approach significantly outperforms the static approach.
Algorithms for managing the number of RUs per time slot
In a CDMA system the overall system interference depends upon a multiplicity of factors (he users' mobility pattern, the coverage area of each base station, the intra-cell interference, etc.). Due to the multiplicity of factors that determine the interference, it is not possible to analytically characterize the system interference, but at the best we can try to estimate the Pe(k) function by observing the number of RUs correctly received. The estimation of the Pe(k) function is extensively studied in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 where we propose two main algorithms based on either a worst-case or a moving-average estimator. The former is very simple as it uses the Pe(k) value related to the last frame. The latter is a real estimator as all the system history contributes to the current Pe(k) estimates. Once the Pe(k) estimates are available, we adopt Equation (0) to determine the N value, i.e., the number of RUs per time slot to utilize. In both cases, the scheduler estimates the interference function using the knowledge of the number RUs affected by transmission errors in the previous frame(s). This information can be easily collected for RUs transmitted in the uplink channel. In this case the base station is in charge to verify RU correctness. On the other hand, for downlink transmissions, we have assumed to use the Acknowledged mode procedure. This procedure defines a mechanism for immediately requesting data retransmissions. Hence, if the Acknowledged mode is used, the base station can use the feedback signal associated to retransmissions to compute the RUs in error in the downlink direction. Henceforth, in our algorithm, the base station computes, at the beginning of each frame, the RUerror-probability defined as: the ratio between the number of erroneous RU and the number of transmitted RU) associated to the previous frame in the uplink and downlink transmission directions. By exploiting this information, the scheduler can, on a frame basis, keep constant, increase or decrease of one unit the N (i.e., the number of RUs per time slot) allocated in the previous frame. The algorithm tries to guess the erroneous RUs for the next frame in the three possible cases. If we decrease N of one unit we have a deterministic loss, i.e. the maximum number of RUs transmitted in the previous frame was N*TS and will be (N-1)*TS in the current frame, where TS is the number of time slots in a frame reserved for data transmission. The soft degradation is the reason for considering this reduction. Specifically, the reduction of N should be performed if the expected decrease in the RU error probability provides a gain in the number of successfully delivered RUs that is greater than the deterministic loss. Otherwise, if the RU loss decrease does not compensate the deterministic losses, we use the same N value used in the previous frame. On the other hand, whenever we keep constant the N value we loose a potential gain obtainable via an increase of N to N+1. On the other hand, the increase of N to N+1 may potentially cause higher losses, in theory it may happen that this increase brings the RU error probability to one. Different algorithms can be defined to balance these risks. In the next subsections, we will present two algorithms. The first one, named State-less algorithm, uses only the RU error probability experienced in the previous frame only, and uses a best case assumption for the N-decrease condition and a worst case assumption for the N-increase condition. The second algorithm, named State-full algorithm, keeps track of the RU error probability experienced in previous frames to maintain a better estimate of the RU error probability.
A comment on our algorithm is needed. Our algorithm will be based on the uniformity assumption for the quality of service experienced by the users. Specifically, the algorithm assumes that the RU error probability is approximately the same for all the users that transmit in the same direction (i.e., uplink or downlink). This is obviously an approximation as RU error probability also depends on the characteristics of radio channel between the base station and the mobile terminal. This seems a strong limitation of our algorithm but it is possible to subdivide the customers in classes, with similar characteristics of the radio channel. This subdivision of the customers in classes is in part, already foreseen in UMTS with the so called Hierarchical Cell Structure (HCS) organization. HCS means that UMTS uses overlapped cells of different size and transmission frequencies. This organization is used to allocate customer with similar characteristics (i.e. speed) to the same cell type. Faster customers are served in greater cells so to diminish the probability of handover. For these reasons we maintained the uniformity assumption in our simulative studies.
Before presenting our algorithm it is useful to introduce some notations: -N n is the N value used in the n-th frame; -RU_ ERR n (N n =x) is the average number of erroneous RUs in the n-th frame if x RU are used in that frame. -T S n is the number of time slots used for data transmission in the n-th frame; -m is the last time instant at which the N has been changed.
State-less Algorithm
As said before, this algorithm uses the RU error probability experienced in the previous frame, R U _ E R R n (N n ), to guess RU_ERR n + 1 (
To this end the algorithm assumes that, at step n+1, the RU error probability is zero for x<N n (optimistic assumption), and equal to 1 for x>N n (pessimistic assumption). Due to the pessimistic assumption (if we increase N n , all the RUs are lost due to interference), it seems that it is never reasonable to increase N. Obviously, this is not generally true, and hence we need to make same increase attempts to test the pessimistic assumption. The problem is when these attempts need to be performed. Every time we keep constant the number of RUs per time slot, we loose the potential gain obtainable by increasing of one the number of codes per slot. To balance the risk with the gain loss we have introduced in the algorithm a variable that contains the accumulated potential gain. This variable is increased of the potential gain in the frames in which N is kept constant. When this accumulated gain becomes greater than the maximum loss associated to an increase of N to N+1 we increase the N value and we reset the accumulated potential gain variable.
To summarize the State-less algorithm can be described as shown in Table 1 . In the table the index m indicates the last frame in which the N value has been changed. Firstly, we check the number of RU in errors at step n (line 1). If this number is greater than the number of time slots, TS n , reserved for the traffic in the considered direction (i.e., uplink or downlink) the optimistic assumption indicates (see line 2): i) to decrease the number of RUs per TS, and ii) to reset the accumulated potential gain (m=n+1). On the other hand, if the accumulated potential gain becomes greater than maximum loss (pessimistic assumption) associated to an increase of N to N+1 we execute this increase the N value and we reset the accumulated potential gain (line 4). If none of the above conditions apply, the number of RUs per TS does not change (line 5). 
/* Number of corrupted RUs > N-decrease loss else if (3)
/* accumulated potential gain > maximum potential loss
/* accumulated potential gain <= maximum potential loss
State-full Algorithm
By observing the behavior of the State-less algorithm, one may argue that it is probably un-wise to loose every time the experience of previous attempts to increase the number of RUs. Indeed, in the short term it can be expected that the interference conditions do not significantly change. From this observation it follows a second algorithm that we named State-full. With a small increase in the implementation complexity of the scheduling algorithm it is possible to maintain a better estimate of the interference function that is constructed using the RU-error probability in the most recent frames. where RU TRAS n _ is the number of RUs transmitted in the n-th frame, and RU ERR n _ is the number of RUs not correctly delivered, due to transmission errors, in the n-th frame. The array element corresponding to the N value currently used is updated using the last exact measure while the other elements contain a value that is obtained applying to the last exact measure the smoothing factor α that limits the time this last measure remains stored.
The average time a measure remains in the error probability array depends on the α value. Increasing this value will increase this time. This smoothing factor is introduced to keep the RU allocation algorithm efficient when the RU error probabilities frequently vary. It is worth noting that the third condition (i>N) also includes the notion that the inference function is a monotone not decreasing function. Hence, with respect to the State-less algorithm, in this case we have eliminated the accumulated potential gain variable since we assume that (at least) the N+1 and N-1 elements of the loss probability array are reasonably well estimated.
. Performance Evaluation
The performance analysis of the proposed algorithms has been carried out through the development of a simulation model implemented according to the characteristics of the system defined by the 3GPP documents. The simulation software models one base station and several mobile terminals that generate data both in the uplink and the downlink directions. We considered the ideal case of an isolated cell, with a perfect power control, i.e. all the signals are received with the same power. The customers alternate active (transmission) phases to idle phases. Hence, the number of active customers varies with the time, and the simulator model the UMTS connection activation and release mechanisms. Every customer generates IP packets with uniformly distributed length with probability 0.5 between 40 and 60 byte, and probability 0.5 between 500 and 1500 bytes. The throughput γ is expressed in RUs/ms. It is worth remembering that 1 RUs/ms corresponds to a 12 Kbytes/sec data rate. The simulative analysis was performed by adopting some abstract interference functions. Abstract means that they do not necessarily represent real channel conditions but, with these functions, it is possible to test the sensitiveness of our algorithms to extremely different channel conditions. Specifically Moreover, it can be observed that, in linear case, the improve of the State-full performance is more marked as in this case the optimistic (loss probability equal to 0 by decreasing the number of RUs) and pessimistic (loss probability equal to 1 by increasing the number of RUs) assumptions of the State-less algorithm are rough approximations. On the other hand, the Stateless approximations are quite realistic for a step interference function. In this case the algorithm operates around the step point, and hence the optimistic and pessimistic assumptions are often true. The performance improve is more marked in the linear case as in this case the optimistic (loss probability equal to 0 by decreasing the number of RUs) and pessimistic (loss probability equal to 1 by increasing the number of RUs) assumptions of the state-less algorithm are rough approximations of a linear interference function. On the other hand, the approximation is quite realistic for a step function interference. In this case the algorithm operates around the step point, and hence the optimistic and pessimistic assumptions are often true. 
